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would take 10 business days. So I head on a while (10 days) and the mailer doesnt

show up anywhere from their web sites; apparently an internal policy to screw
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people. I downloaded and searched the entire 14 pages of small print; there is
absolutely nothing on the website to the effect that one should have. Keep all the

paperwork for EVERYTHING, they said at the bottom of the box.Also, their who
satisfaction sub, the advice from their, but the extent to which they service YOU Oh,

and as far a the return process goes, YOU cant get a new phone till THEY get your old
phone (fair enough), but then they ask you for the original paperwork that came with

the prior phone (5 days after in My case). Keep all your paperwork.
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So, I'm using Windows XP
Media Center Edition
(2003) and, on that
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version, WMP11 (which I
have installed as a stand-
alone application) refuses

to open, list or play
anything; even for the

most simple of things (a
default install of Windows

Media Player). I used
another email client but it
seems like it has a lot of

limitations, my gmail
account doesnt have the
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switch where you can
send an email to multiple
people at once.The email

client that I use now is
called imo im messenger

and I cant even delete
anyone because I can
only delete a group of

people or a single
person.If someone could

please help I would
greatly appreciate it. I
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really need help, I
downloaded IMO to play

my music and even
though the download was
successful when I try to

open it, it says that I need
to update it! I've updated
it before with no problem.
I've tried different ways to

update it and nothing
works. Help please! So i

have this issue whenever
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I try to install this IMO
messanger program on

my system? It constantly
says the same thing:

"Something went wrong!
Please use the other

version of this program."
My computer is windows
7, I am using the 32 bit
version of this program

and I have the latest
Microsoft updates. I am
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also using Windows XP
professional SP3 if that
makes a difference. I
agree. Your opinion is

correct. It was funny, not
the review. You can see

the funny imessage below
(it lasted 5 days). If you
dont get the humor then

youd have to get over
yourself and fix your own

HDD. Or just buy a
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portable with a small HDD
The Western Digital TV

HD MEDIA PLAYER
firmware update is

available now. Download
the firmware from the

Western Digital Website
and enjoy your

entertainment experience
with your WD TV HD

MEDIA PLAYER.
5ec8ef588b
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